The abbreviations after the title indicate where
the books can be found:
YA= Young Adult Fiction
TEEN= Teen Room
Books vary in maturity level and content

Are you selfless like the Abnegation? Brave
like the Dauntless or brutally honest like the
Candor? Perhaps you are peaceful like the
Amity or intelligent like the Erudite. If you
liked the Divergent Series by Veronica Roth,
check out this quiz and these faction
reading lists to find out where you belong!

BOOKS FOR ABNEGATION
VESSEL
Sarah Beth Durst – YA DURST
Liyana has always known that in order for her tribe
to continue to survive in the harsh desert, she must
give her body over to become a vessel for their
goddess, Bayla. She has selflessly accepted her
fate, but though she performs the rituals, the
goddess does not come and her people abandon
her. She then embarks on a quest to find not only
her missing goddess, but the kidnapped gods of
other tribes as well. This unique fantasy will delight
and inspire the self-sacrificing abnegation.
SCARLET
A.C. GAUGHEN – YA GAUGH
This re-imagining of the Robin Hood tale still stays
true to the calling of the band of thieves in the
original. Abnegation might not approve of their
tactics, but would certainly sympathize with the
motivations for “robbing from the rich to feed the
poor.”
THE BOOK OF BROKEN HEARTS
Sarah Ockler- YA OCKLE
Jude’s idea of an exciting summer after high
school graduation didn’t include taking care of
her father, who has early onset Alzheimer’s
disease, but she selflessly sees that he is safe and
tried to help him hold onto his memories by
restoring his motorcycle he rode around Argentina
in the happy days of his youth.

JUVIE
Steve Watkins – YA WATKI
When Sadie accepts the blame for a crime she
didn’t commit to keep her older sister out of jail,
she learns about self-sacrifice and that “maybe
not being guilty wasn’t the same as being
innocent.”

BOOKS FOR AMITY
PEACHES
Jodi Lynn Anderson – TEEN ANDER
This story about three girls who spend the summer
on a Georgia peach farm and the power of true
friendship captures the true Amity spirit.
WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON
John Green – YA & TEEN GREEN
If any faction is going to start writing musicals, it will
be Amity. This story alternates viewpoints between
two boys with the same name who accidentally
meet and end up having their lives play out on
stage in a musical written by their mutual friend,
Tiny Cooper.
CROSSING STONES
Helen Frost – YA FROST
This novel in verse follows several teens during
WWII, where some experience war firsthand and
others fight for peace and women’s suffrage,
causes that Amity members would surely support.
SORTA LIKE A ROCKSTAR
Matthew Quick – YA & TEEN QUICK
This is the story of Amber Appleton, who is
relentlessly friendly and optimistic, even though
she lives in a yellow school bus with her mom. If she
lived in the world of Divergent, she’d definitely
choose the Amity faction.

BOOKS FOR CANDOR
ALL THE TRUTH THAT’S IN ME
Julie Berry – YA BERRY
Judith disappears from her village, then returns,
unable to speak about what happened to her
during the last few years. When her community is
attacked, she must recover her voice so she can
tell her neighbors the truth.
THE SIN-EATER’S CONFESSION
Ilsa J. Bick – YA BICK
This novel is a confessional letter written by a
military medic who is telling the story of what really
happened to a odd and artistic friend who was
the victim of a hate crime. The reader will have to
determine how truthful Ben’s confession is.
THE TRUTH ABOUT FOREVER
Sarah Dessen – YA DESSE
Marcy is spending the summer silently grieving the
loss of her father when she meets a boy she can
finally tell the truth about how she feels.
LIAR
Justine Larbalesteir – YA & TEEN LARBA
Micah is a compulsive liar who becomes a suspect
in the murder of her boyfriend and finally has to
start telling the truth.

BOOKS FOR DAUNTLESS
DIVIDED WE FALL
Trent Reedy – YA REEDY
Dan, a soldier, accidentally fires a shot that starts a
second civil war in America in the not too distant
future. Many in Dauntless will relate to how easily
their actions can have ripple effects that have
lasting implications.

BRUISED
Sarah Skilton – YA SKILT
This novel about teen martial artist Imogen
explores the intersection of physical strength and
emotional strength. She feels guilty when she
witnesses a robbery and does nothing to stop it
and struggles to know when to fight. This realistic
novel explores the question of what it truly means
to be “strong.”

SLATED
Teri Terry – YA TERRY
Kyla has had her memory wiped because she was
allegedly difficult…this procedure, known as
“slating” is something Erudite would come up with.

CODE NAME VERITY
Elizaebeth Wein – YA & TEEN WEIN
This story of a pilot and a spy during World War II is
all about true bravery, and true friendship.

MATCHED
Ally Condie – YA & TEEN CONDI
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make
choices for her, so when Xander appears onscreen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows
he is her ideal mate until Ky Markham's face
appears for an instant before the screen fades to
black.

UGLIES
Scott Westerfeld – TEEN WESTE
Tally lives in a world where everyone has an
operation at 16 to turn them “pretty.” Just as Tris
discovers something sinister in her world, Tally finds
out there’s more to being pretty than meets the
eye, and she must also find the courage to fight
against those who seek to control.

BOOKS FOR ERUDITE
EVIL GENIUS
Catherine Jinks – TEEN JINKS
Genius doesn’t necessarily make someone evil,
but we can see some members of the Erudite
faction starting the Evil Genius school that is the
setting for this humorous story.
ORIGIN
Jessica Khoury – YA & TEEN KHOUR
Pia grew up in a secret lab in the rain forest
because she was created by scientists to be the
start of an immortal race. Doesn’t that sound like
something the Erudite would try to do?
SMART GIRLS GET WHAT THEY WANT
Sarah Strohmeyer – YA STROH
The title of this contemporary novel is basically the
Erudite motto.

MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR
DIVERGENT FANS

THE MAZE RUNNER
James Dashner – YA & TEEN DASHN
Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no
memory in the middle of a maze and realizes he
must work with the community in which he finds
himself if he is to escape.
LEGEND
Marie Lu – YA & TEEN LU
In a dark future, when North America has split into
two warring nations, fifteen-year-olds Day, a
famous criminal, and prodigy June, the brilliant
soldier hired to capture him, discover that they
have a common enemy.
DELIRIUM
Lauren Oliver – YA & TEEN OLIVE
Lena looks forward to receiving the governmentmandated cure that prevents the delirium of love
and leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life,
until ninety-five days before her eighteenth
birthday and her treatment, she falls in love.
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